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Field Notes:

October 8, 2001

Hill country cotton is better than expected.
By: Dr. Ernie Flint, Area Agent/Agriculture
Mississippi State University Extension Service
During the extended wet period of this past summer, much of Mississippi’s cotton crop
was severely damaged by boll rot, however it seems that to most cotton fields in this area
escaped this problem, at least to some degree. As local farmers have started harvesting, yields
are some of the best in several years. Unfortunately, most of the crop is not grown in the hills
but in the delta.
The big question remaining in the minds of local cotton producers is how the effects of
wet weather have affected the quality of cotton. Quality is to a very large extent as important as
yield since grade deductions can dramatically affect the prices that are received for the crop.
So far I have not heard any of the “recognized” cotton experts offer a theory as to why
the hill country crop was spared, however there are factors that may suggest the reason. In
general, cotton in the hills was planted a little later than the delta crop, however this is not true in
all cases. Early planted fields were nearing maturity when the wet period began, and as bolls
began to open rainwater kept them from opening normally, and carried the inoculum of the
rotting organisms into these bolls, causing them to rot rather than open normally. Later planted
fields were not as close to maturity at this time, and were not as vulnerable to infection by these
organisms.
Another likely factor is the amount of nitrogen fertilizer applied to fields. In general,
delta producers use higher rates of nitrogen rates since the yield potential of their fields is
considered to be higher. Again, this statement does not hold true for all situations, and cannot be
considered at fault in all cases. A theory of mine is that since we have experienced three very
dry years during which crops have not been able to fully utilize the nitrogen that was applied, a
residual of deep nitrogen had developed in the deep soils of the delta region, and when plenty of
water became available much of this was taken up by plants in addition to the amount applied for
this year’s crop. This cumulative nitrogen supply than kept the crop lush, causing the crop to be
much more susceptible to disease. On the other hand, most hill country soils are relatively
shallow, and cotton plants were not able to access as much of the carried-over nitrogen.
After looking at cotton fields in the delta and finding extensive boll rot damage, I had
expected the problem to develop in the hills too, however rains mercifully stopped just as cotton
in the hill area was beginning to open, and we have been rewarded with fields full of fully
opened bolls with quality that at least looks good. We have yet to see many grade reports on
ginned bales, so we may yet find problems with some of the grade factors. There are already
reports of high micronaire and short stable length, both of which can cause severe grade
deductions.

In the usual year, the questions about yield and grade are the most common, however this
year the price of cotton is an even bigger problem. Last Friday, the October price of cotton was
just under 32 cents per pound. This is the lowest price level since 1984, and when you consider
the buying power of our money, this is even lower than the 5 to 7 cents per pound price that
existed during the Great Depression. Only through extreme conservatism and a lot of help from
USDA will cotton farmers be able to survive.
Those not involved in agriculture may ask why anyone would stay in the business of
growing cotton under conditions like this. True enough, there is little logic in growing the crop,
however there is much more to the story. Cotton is the most perfectly adapted crop for our
climate and our soils. It is capable of producing under a wide range of conditions. And, our
economy is based on it to a very large degree. We have a tremendous investment in
infrastructure, including farm equipment, gins, compresses and warehouses, research facilities,
farm supply businesses, equipment suppliers, and much more. It is estimated that money
generated by the production of cotton is “turned-over” at least five times in our economy,
generating new revenues at each level. The seed alone generates as much or more value than any
of our other field crops.
Farmers receive only a “token” amount of the revenue generated by cotton, and this
situation has grown steadily worse in the last few years. As the harvest gets in full sway, farmers
will focus their attention on getting the crop out of the field and into the warehouse, however
when the harvest is finished they will begin thinking about what to do next year. For many I fear
the decision is already made. We can’t go on like this. Without cotton, many local economies in
the South will collapse.
We can grow other summer crops, but none of them are as dependable as cotton for us.
The possibilities include of course corn and soybeans; but also peanuts, sweet potatoes, rice,
sunflowers, sugar cane, tobacco, vegetables, and others, however all of these have serious
limitations of one kind or another. I certainly don’t have an answer, but we have to find one, and
soon.

